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Means for Mental Integration
Project proposal
(Short summary)
 

Due to the flow of emigrants the European Union is facing an unheard of challenge.

The optimism that the emigrant crisis is to be resolved gradually loses more and more ground among the leaders of the EU.

What is observed is an increasing polarization and radicalization both among the foreigners and the local populations.

In a great number of the forums dedicated on the Emigrant crisis, experts confess that they are helpless in front of the problems of socio-cultural integration of the emigrants as well as in front of the increasing islamisation of Europe.

Experts admit that they do not have the adequate scientific means and instruments to fight against the radical Islam and are unable to counteract the extremism in Europe.

The multiculturalism has failed due to lack of mental integration.

In this relation we believe to have the scientific set of tools capable of liberating and dispersing the accumulating socio-cultural tensions.

We have called this set Means for Mental Integration (MMI). It is based on our theory research - “Dogmatic Matrices” (/en/ Mental Matrices).

In few words - in this material we explain that everything that is to be found within the heads of the people (notions, ideas, theories, religions, etc.) are mental matrices, which at some point of the human development inevitably become dogmatic…

(Please see more details in the proposed book.)

The main idea behind MMI is to provide a widespread access to the theory of mental matrices by translating it in all languages.

Besides its popularization (also through all sorts of informational channels) on its basis should be created popular MMI products such as seminars, methodologies , instructions, educational brochures, school books, films, puzzles, comics, games, etc.

The purpose is to encompass (along the horizontal and vertical axis of the socio-cultural matrix) the European peoples as well as the incoming foreigners (emigrants).

Becoming conscious of the nature of the mental matrices and the mental processes, would gradually send away the religious collisions from the history.

In order to reach the objective, a strategic MMI program should be developed with main project directions (science, educations, media, NGOs, security, governance).

For each direction should be developed a special plan with the relevant projects and actions.

For MMI is needed the support of the EU and UN. This enterprise would be really a large scale and an effective solution, still a cheap one, for the problems of islamisation and radicalization of Europe, of the extremism and the fundamentalism.

Only a complex approach would ensure the parallel becoming conscious of the mental matrices along every layer of the socio-cultural matrix in order to achieve the necessary socio-cultural integration of the European Community and all the world.

EN
http://research.zonebg.com/en/menmatFEN.pdf
SP 
http://research.zonebg.com/en/menmatFSP.pdf" http://research.zonebg.com/en/menmatFSP.pdf
RU
HYPERLINK "http://sfera.zonebg.com/sfera_dogmat_ru.pdf" http://sfera.zonebg.com/sfera_dogmat_ru.pdf
BG
HYPERLINK "http://sfera.zonebg.com/SFERA_DogMat.pdf" http://sfera.zonebg.com/SFERA_DogMat.pdf
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